The More You NOLA: A Homecoming crossword to puzzle over

How well do you know Tulane University? Use the clues to fill out the puzzle.

Across
2. Established in 1847, the Tulane School of... is the 12th oldest in the U.S.
5. If you’re heading to class on the Gibson Quad, you’ll likely cross paths with this beloved black and white campus cat.
9. This alumna is a jewelry designer often inspired by local architecture.
10. Late-night LBC eatery
11. This center for energy and biotechnology is named after the first woman from Louisiana to be elected to the U.S. Congress.
12. Hypertext Markup Language or the Tulane library
13. In 2014, the opening of this stadium marked Green Wave football’s return to the uptown campus.
14. This auditorium has the world’s largest self-suspended concrete dome.
15. Crafted at Newcomb in the early 1900s, these prized pieces are known for designs depicting the region’s flora and fauna.

Down
1. Current dean of the Tulane University School of Medicine
3. Name of Tulane’s pelican mascot
4. This jazz archive’s research collection contains oral history interviews with legendary musicians.
6. A desert-dwelling plant or one of the nation’s oldest operating student-run volunteer groups
7. An NFL kicker, this alum shares his name with an Egyptian city.
8. In 1919, Newcomb College student Rosa Hart became America’s first female...in the South.
11. A valet or the name of a residence hall
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